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Upcoming CPD at LPGS:

Teaching 
like a 

Champion…

Teaching and Learning Autumn 1 focus

EDU-

Recommended follows:

@TeachLeadAAli
AHT, Consultant, Inset

@FunkyPedagogy
Assistant Principal T&L, 
Research Lead, Author

1. Challenge misconceptions. 
2. Every student can attempt to answer every 
question. Everyone has to think hard
3. Instant feedback and follow-up questions 
4. Unexpected answers or approaches that add 
depth/interest/flavour to the lesson. 
5. A Covid-safe way to assess which students are 
struggling. 

Quick Win 
Ensure that whiteboards are part of the normal classroom routine; 

students should see them as an essential tool, not a novelty or a 

bore.

To delve deeper into the uses of mini-whiteboards, you can find a 

blog by Tom Sherrington on them here: 

https://teacherhead.com/2012/08/28/the-number-1-bit-of-

classroom-kit-mini-whiteboards/

5 Reasons to use mini 

whiteboards!

EXPERIENCED: 
Gregory Saunders-
Griffin (Law)

SUPPORT:
Jo Hall (Librarian)

If you would like to see 
an example of great 
questioning, pop along to 
one of Greg’s lessons

Jo supports the delivery 
of the curriculum in lots 
of ways. Why not ask 
her to put a book box 
together for you on your 
next topic

Emmanuel has quickly 
established himself in the 
PE department with high 
expectations of his 
students. He has shown 
flexibility and support for 
his colleagues.  His football 
and basketball clubs have 
been a real hit

All students have a mini 
whiteboard in their planner!

Contact CS if you’d like to 

recommend someone’s practice 

for the next Newsletter

Using SIMS for data 
entry, C2L, current 
grades, 4Matrix

M208

Jazz up your 

Firefly
M211

ALPS Connect M208

Diversity M208

Scan the QR 
code or click the 
HERE to answer 

3 simple 
questions, ask a 
question, offer 
an idea and be 
entered into the 
half termly prize 

draw

Monthly LPGS 
Teacher Tapp:

https://teacherhead.com/2012/08/28/the-number-1-bit-of-classroom-kit-mini-whiteboards/
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSeG-igc-QGL-cZWsxErxYcd4eAkGQt2n3utPm5fBmZU4hzzTw/viewform


What it is: Whole class feedback sheets. 
How does it work: Mark work using the 
Literacy Code and make a note of the general 
misconceptions, WWWs, SPaG errors. Also 
signpost polaroid moments of excellent work. 
Go over those students’ work using a 
visualiser. See Lead Practitioners or CS if you’d 
like a sample feedback sheet

What it is: Collect books open at the task you 
want to mark
How does it work: Saves you searching for 
the task, saves precious minutes. Give them 
back the same way to save time in class during 
the follow up LIT activity. 
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RETRIEVAL PRACTICE 
by Kate Jones

What it’s about: This book is great at tackling 
those moments in class when you ask students 
about their prior learning and they sit blank 
faced as if you have asked them what they were 
doing on this day 5 years ago! Students can 
experience up to 7 subjects in a week and we 
expect them to retain key knowledge from all 
those lessons. Jones offers the science behind 
memory recall and how we can ‘get that 
information out of their minds’ through retrieval 
practice.

Why it’s useful: This book focuses on how to teach students to learn the 
content they have been taught – it really does answer that question we 
get asked before exam season, ‘How do I revise?’. Jones’ stimulating tasks 
are all about low effort, high impact which is important at a time when we 
are juggling so much. 

Strategies to use: Retrieval Roulette by Adam Boxer (@adamboxer1) is 
a popular choice and if you want to see it in action then pop along to the 
start of a Science lesson. Retrieval grids are great as they combine 
retrieval, spacing and interleaving. Students have a selection of coloured 
boxes relating to learning from either a day, week or month ago. This is a 
competitive game which will excite the whole class. 

Recommendations:

Recommended Reading:

Teacher Toolkit           
supports 
teachers across 
the world with 
resources and is 

one of the leading and unique 
teacher-voices within the U.K.

Education 
Untapped 
podcast provides 
educationalists 
and parents/ carers 

with monthly guidance and 
information to support young 
people's learning and wellbeing. 
All episodes draw upon current 
educational and clinical practice 
and will provide you with useful 
strategies to use in the classroom 
and at home.

Work-load 
reducing 

Teaching Hacks: 

Anytime CPD:
Scan the code or click the text to access 

the material

‘How do we 

improve students’ 

reading’ by the 

Greenshaw

Learning Trust 

Rosenshine’s 

Principles by Tom 

Sherrington

‘Why…Because’ an 

oracy strategy for 

getting students to 

focus on their 

reasoning skills

Gender Equality

Making Kids Cleverer

The importance of 
a positive growth 

mindset.

Whole class 
feedback – one 

teacher’s approach

https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/page/?title=CPD&pid=209&group=410&lesson=4286
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gdTlXWYMlIw&list=PL_WHYo5KULlfcpKvyf5fXrFEXbA6zroIk
https://vimeo.com/612682506/d78cd58270
https://www.diverseeducators.co.uk/gender-equality-toolkit/
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/page/?title=CPD&pid=209&group=413&lesson=4294
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/page/?title=CPD&pid=209&group=415&lesson=4278
https://thelearningprofession.com/2020/10/23/on-whole-class-feedback/

